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City Allotments Competition
Results
Moorside Annual Show
And Lots More….
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Welcome Back To Our Regular
Moorside Newsletter….
The first since our Winter 2015 edition and the first to be published
exclusively online.
For those of you who attended the Annual General Meeting in
January, you will recall the discussion on the costs of publication
and the small subscription uptake by Moorside gardeners. As a
result, we decided to abandon the hard copy version of the
Moorside Newsletter, despite having revamped it over a year ago to
wide acclaim. We therefore asked Association members for email
addresses, so that existing subscribers could be personally emailed
their e-version of the newsletter in future. In addition, this new
format gives the opportunity for printing it off, should you desire.
After some delays and technical updates, we have now gathered
together the email addresses you kindly provided at the AGM and,
together with our brand new website which has recently transferred
to the control of Rich Littlewood, an extremely IT literate Moorside
gardener, we are now completely up and running. This completely
new approach with its practical implications is the reason behind
the absence of our normal first quarter’s Spring 2015 Newsletter.
Of special interest in this newly formatted issue, we are pleased to
reveal the success of Moorside in the 2015 City Allotments
Competition, an update on our ever-popular annual Moorside Show
on 12th September and details of the Newcastle City Show which
takes place on 6th September.
We therefore hope you enjoy our Summer 2015 read and as usual,
we welcome features, news, gardening tips and recipes for
inclusion in the newsletter.
Happy Gardening!
Susan Pownall /Sue Johnson.
Consultant Editors.
Contact details: Susie@moorsideallotments.co.uk
Tel: 07771 845825/0191 670 0778.
Material supplied by: Susan Pownall, Sue Johnson, Frank
Lightfoot, Neils Souter, Anne Noble, Krys Gaffney, Tony Whittle
Design & layout: Richard Littlewood

SHOW
DATES

6th September: The
City
Allotments Show.
Setting up for exhib
itors will
take place on the Sat
urday,
5th
September, with the
one-day
Show
taking place on the
Sunday.
12th September: Moo
rside Allotments Association
Annual
Show.
All Hands On Deck
!!!!
The Show Committe
e would
like to hear from an
yone able
to help on the previo
us day
and the day of the sh
ow itself. E.g. putting u
p
marquees, tables, se
tting up
stands etc.
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City Allotments Competition 2015
Didn’t we do well!
Rivalry is always fierce amongst the
top allotment sites throughout
Newcastle and our City Allotments
Officer, Mark Todd, has revealed that
this year many more allotments have
been seen to enter across the wide list
of competition categories in the hope
of snatching a top spot in this
increasingly popular annual contest.
As a result, the standard is rising
considerably.
The results of the 2015 competition
were announced in mid-July and we
posted them on the Moorside website
and on the notice boards, where you
will have noted that Moorside
featured predominantly, making one
of the top three places in five competition categories.
Many congratulations go to Stan and Audrey Tortoise who beat all 62 sites in the City to win the Best Full Plot with
Glass category (our cover photo and above), repeating their 2014 performance. Since the results were announced,
their beautiful garden has been the focus for many visitors, anxious to look through the gate to see what it takes to
win.
More Moorside accolades followed with 2nd prize for
Best Newcomer across the city going to Ann Gibson
and Lat Allman, who joined us from Nunsmoor at the
beginning of the season. The third prize in the Most
Wildlife Friendly Plot category was won by Frank
Lightfoot; third prize for Best Group Project has
gone to the Moorside branch of the Comfrey Project;
and we were delighted to learn that our Moorside
Allotments have come third in the Best Large Site
category, a great step in the right direction once
more, after missing out completely in 2014. Well
done to everyone for all your hard work in achieving
these great results.
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Moorside News
Retirement of Peter Whewell as Chairman of Moorside Allotments.
It was with great reluctance that we accepted the resignation of our extremely proactive and capable Chairman Peter
Whewell at our Committee meeting on 10th June. Peter, who has been unwell for over a year, decided to step down
to concentrate on his health.
We are sure you would like to join us in passing on our best wishes to
Peter and Liz, as well as a big thank you to Peter for inspiring us all in
recent years, during which time we have seen Moorside take the top
spot in Best Allotments Site in the City amongst other numerous
awards; masterminding successful funding applications; pressing
forward our case for parking needs with the Council regarding the
proposed parking restrictions outside our site; fronting the Annual
Moorside Show; and supporting the re-vamp of the Moorside Trading
Hut; setting up and managing our superb website amongst many other achievements. The profile of Moorside
Allotments under Peter’s guidance has been raised to new heights and we are now recognised as one of the showcase
allotments sites in the region.
At the Committee meeting on 10th June, Susan Pownall was nominated and duly
elected as the new Chairman and took her place immediately. Susan is also the
Trading Hut Manager on Moorside, as well as serving as the Area 5
Representative on the Newcastle Allotments Working Group, which includes
responsibility for Moorside under the auspices of Newcastle City Council’s
Allotments Officer. She is also the co-Editor of the Moorside Allotments
Association newsletter as well as editing Dig This, the Newcastle Allotments
Working Group quarterly newsletter.

Greening Wingrove
COMMUNITY GARDEN IN NUNS MOOR PARK – WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP?
The Greening Wingrove Project, the Greening Wingrove Orchard Group and the Time Exchange are getting on with
converting the disused bowling green in the Nuns Moor Park – in an area we’ve now called the Greening Wingrove Bike
Garden! – into a community garden for all to enjoy. If you would like to help, then there are details of sessions
throughout the summer here: http://greeningwingrove.org.uk/events/event/nuns-moor-park-community-gardenvolunteer-session-2/
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Moorside Allotments Association Show
2015
Saturday 12th September
One of the highlights of our Moorside year is the annual show and open day,
when we look forward to getting together with fellow plotholders, as well as
welcoming the general public interested in gardening or just wanting to enjoy
the happy experience.
The 2015 event is being held on Saturday 12th September and here’s a taste of
what’s in store.
Opening at 12.30 pm, the show will feature a variety of stalls and stands, as well
as the Moorside shop, for you to browse through. In the Show Competition
marquees, the fruit, vegetable and flower displays will open to the public at 1 00
pm, following the judging of the exhibits – all the produce of our allotment
gardeners.
As you come in, pick up a show brochure from the Welcome table which will
have all the information about the event. Pick up details of the explorer’s trail,
which is open to all. Raffle tickets with a chance to win some superb prizes will
be on sale at the welcome table and at the trading hut stand on the day. You can
also buy your raffle tickets in advance from the trading hut during opening hours
between now and the show.
On the day, we’ll be firing up the Barbeque and a variety of delicious grilled
food will be available by lunch time. The chef has recommendations from many
satisfied customers at last year’s show. A wonderful array of home-made
Cakes, snacks and hot drinks are also available throughout the show, all
provided by Moorside Allotment holders.
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In addition, spend some time at the wide-ranging stalls which include:
Plant sales We have had many plants available for sale at the allotment site this
year, including a selection grown especially for the show. There may be some
cut flowers available for sale too.
The Comfrey Project, which has two and a half gardens on Moorside, will have
workers and some of their volunteer gardeners to explain more about their work.
The Project is a registered charity which works with refugees and asylum
seekers on allotment sites across Newcastle and Gateshead.
There’s a chance to pick up some second-hand books and CDs, too, all donated
by our allotment gardeners. The range covers all interests and the selection is
very reasonably priced.
Home-made jams and chutneys will be on sale and are always a favourite, selling out quickly. All are made by allotment holders using fruit and vegetable
ingredients, mostly grown on site.
Art stall. Sue Brophy one of our gardeners is also a talented artist. She will be
bringing some of her work for sale and will be there to discuss her art. Sue sells
from the stall and takes commissions. She has created some beautiful impressions of allotment garden sheds and garden vistas.
K. Hullah photographic prints. This stall will have photographic prints and
ceramic printing.
The pictures feature things of local interest and printed coasters, mugs, plates
etc. Keith sells from his stall and also makes things to order.
Age UK has one of the group gardens on the site. Their garden has beds on
stands at waist height to allow access to gardening for the disabled as well as
healthy occupation for others. The garden is paved to give an even surface and a
shed with good access and waist high benches. Age UK will tell us about their
work at their stall.
Woodman We have a new stall holder this year. Mr Jim Gidney makes bird
boxes and other things from wood and will have his work for sale and to order.
Greening Wingrove There will be people to tell us all about this year’s projects
which have included vertical gardening and learning how to look after bees in
the local ward area.
Face Painting This activity is generally enjoyed by all. We look forward to the
children coming forward to show off this year’s choice of design.
Furniture. One of our allotment holders, Melissa Girling, makes furniture. She
will have examples and information about her furniture, with a few non-furniture
gardening-related things on sale too.
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Update from The Trading Hut
by Susan Pownall
Our busy allotment shop is as bustling an enterprise as ever and once the warmer weather
arrived, interspersed with very welcome rain at the right time, we saw a high demand for
everything from top quality seed compost to extra large tomato growbags, as well as a
wealth of organic and not so organic remedies to combat slugs and snails. As we go to press
we are looking into buying rolls of copper slug matting which we can sell in desired lengths.
It lasts over several seasons and according to the manufacturers has the same effect on slugs
and snails as kitchen foil has on amalgam fillings in your mouth! Something to be
avoided!
We have also introduced 35 litre bags of sterilised topsoil which is priced on a par
with garden centre chains, even on their multi-buy options. For more organic
gardeners, we have bought in a small supply of a new peatfree/garden waste free
compost Silvagrow. It is recognised by top professional growers but at £5.90 for a 50
litre sack, it is quite special.
Our liaison with seed company Thompson & Morgan continues to be successful with
50% discount off seeds and free postage, all co-ordinated centrally from the Moorside
Shop. Plants from T & M are also available at 15% discount with small postage cost,
once again ordered centrally through the Moorside Shop.
Talking of seeds, our varied selection of bird food continues to fly out, despite the summer season. The fledglings in
particular are thriving on our sunflower hearts and suet with either mealworms or berries. Most is sold in 2kg bags
from £1.70 upwards, so is much cheaper than supermarkets or garden centres. Our up to date sales list on the website
lists our selection with prices alongside.
We are always open to suggestions if there are products you would like to see us stock –
subject to potential demand, so please contact Shop Manager, Susan Pownall on Tel:
07771 845825 or email Susie@moorsideallotments.co.uk with your ideas and we can
look into it for you.

Did You
Know
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Slugs & Snails
By Frank Lightfoot
Do you have a problem with slugs and snails? Are you frustrated at the number of plants you put into your garden only to find them devastated the following morning? So what is the solution? Should I go green or resort to chemical
warfare? So many questions when all you want to do is grow a few vegetables or flowers.
We all have opinions on the best way to deal with pests in the garden but can we say what is a pest and what is not? I
have over 40 years experience in working in allotments and I am still learning and I hopefully will continue to learn
for a few more years yet. So my intentions in writing this article are simply to try and inform where needed and to
hopefully offer some direction towards coping with a growing problem.
Types of Slugs and Snails
There are large numbers of different types of slugs and snails, not all of which are our enemies. Some are predators
while others are scavengers disposing of decaying material so putting your foot on them all is not the answer. Mind
scavengers will eat your produce if your plants are damaged or beginning to die through neglect. Below are a number
of images which may be of some assistance in identification.
Field Slug
For me this is the one that gets to me as they hide in the soil, in cracks, under
objects, along the rims of seed trays and they can destroy young seedlings with
the greatest of ease overnight. They will even eat the seeds you have just put in
and in a couple of weeks you are cursing your seed supplier having seen little or
no evidence them thinking that you have had a bad batch of seeds. They can
move at incredible speed - if you don't believe me take a torch at night or dusk
and just watch them go
Black slug [orange form]
They will eat your seedlings or plants if they are damaged in any way but they do eat
a lot of decaying matter so I not have such an issue with these. They can get to some
size. I have seen some enormous examples over the years but have never seen them
cropping my seedlings.

Leopard Slug
If you find one of these in your garden treasure it. They eat other slugs and snails
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Lemon Snail
These will again eat your plants if they show any damage although in my experience
they do tend to be selective. I have found them eating my Runners and French Beans
and the petals on my flowers.
Garden Snail
There has been a population explosion when it
comes to Garden Snails. They are to be found
in large numbers all over Moorside. Just turn over a piece of plastic or an old
compost bag and you will find all you want. In fact I recently turned over a
length of plastic 4ft by 1ft to find over 500 garden snails on it! Yes, I was sad
enough to count them as I was just amazed to find so many together. I turned
over the next plastic panel to find almost the same number again. These will attack your plants and they will climb
canes just to get to the growing tips of your runners and will destroy your marrow plants by eating the growing tip
only and then move on to the next one. I do accept that they can be very beautiful creatures and the patterns on their
shells are excellent. However my need to grow plants is stronger and they need to go.
Is the slug and snail problem only on Moorside Allotments?
Quite clearly it is not only a problem associated with Moorside as I hear tales of problems on a number of sites but I
have noticed a difference between my garden at home and our allotment site so there is an issue with what we are
doing or how we are doing it. I live 300 yards from the site as the crow flies so we would assume that the climate is
the same, soil conditions are likely to be the same [some variations in clay content but moisture content should be a
match].
It could be argued that it is the produce that we are growing that is helping to increase the numbers of slugs and snails
but I have being doing this for over forty years and have been growing similar produce for a long time and never
experienced the assault on my plants like that of the last three years. I have seen potato and rhubarb leaves being
reduced to skeletons.
Slug and Snail Predators
Over the years I have often seen gardeners removing frogs from the garden and chasing birds away because they think
that all birds are going to eat their crops, standing on beetles and centipedes and smothering the plants in their garden
with slug pellets. For me this is not the way forward. We need to know our friends from our enemies and be wary of
chemical attacks which do not get at the root cause of our problem. I would suggest that the solving of our slug and
snail problem is about good gardening habits and a balance of nature. There are many friends in the garden who with
a little encouragement will actively remove these pests at very little cost to ourselves.
Frogs and toads
These will account for a large number of small slugs in particular the little grey slugs that
devastate our plants. So a small pond or water feature to encourage frogs to stay and feed in
your plot could be an essential tool in controlling pests. I have 3 ponds in my allotment and
have always had a large population of frogs in my garden which has helped to keep the balance until quite recently.
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Hedgehogs
These eat a large number of slugs and snails and should be encouraged.
I have constructed a variety of hedgehog dens / hiding places around
my allotment to increase the resident population of hedgehogs. In fact
two years ago they had young in a stone den I made for them. The pile
of empty shells was testament to the number of snails a family of
hedgehogs can eat.
Thrushes
They eat a large number of
snails but they are in short supply at the moment, at one time you saw
thrushes on a regular basis on our site but not so much now. I put this
down to the fact that they tend to nest in clefts of trees in quite open situations and are very open to magpie attacks. So we should be trying to
create better habitats to help these birds as much as possible to help us
keep on top of the slug populations.
Centipedes / Black beetles
While these are small predators they account for a large number of small snails and slugs. A pile of stones or logs in
the corner of your garden will create a environment which will encourage these creatures.
Nematodes
Nematodes are microscopic creatures that seek out slugs and snails. The real benefit of Nematodes is that they kill
slugs and snails in the soil and not just on the surface. They are usually most effective in the green house as they are
sensitive to cold temperatures. They are also quite expensive when using them on large areas so this can be a little
prohibitive.
Other methods of slug and snail removal and control
Slug Pellets are a very popular method of slug and snail control but they are not for me as they are inclined to kill not
only the target but other creatures as well. If you are determined to use them use only the hedgehog friendly types.
After all we don't want kill the very creatures that are helping us in our battle with slugs
and snails. Timing of their use is important it is recommended that early spring is the
best time to use them thus removing as many slugs and snails as possible before they
breed and start the whole cycle again.
Beer traps appeal to me, being a method that does not cause me to much concern as the
snails and slugs drink themselves to oblivion and if any other creature should come
along and eat them there is no impact. The containers need to be quite shallow and
would need to be emptied and refreshed on a regular basis to remain effective.
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Garlic Water I have trialled this method for the first time this year and have been very pleased with the result. One
crushed clove of garlic put through the blender and mixed with a litre of water and sprayed on your plants. Time
consuming but effective even with the field slug which can slither under other barriers that we put in place. Downside
is that if it rains you have to spray again. However I did find as the season progressed I need to spray less and it was if
the slugs had learned that it was no point in attacking this plant as it
tasted of Garlic [ or maybe I am giving them too much credit].
Coppers rings I am not convinced by this method as I have seen slugs
and snails just slip across them without a care in the world. Some people
swear by them but for me there is a high cost involved which I find
difficult to live with, plus the fact it is not effective with all slugs
especially those that live in the soil - no barrier to them at all.
Bucket and Torch Method If you are brave enough, grab a torch and a
bucket and when it gets dark get collecting. A lid for the bucket is
helpful as they will try to leave your container as you collect them. A
warm damp night is best. Then remove from the garden - I put mine in the middle of the moor [crows have a field
day].
Good gardening habits
Collect all unwanted plastic from around the garden and remove. Organise your compost bins and heaps into one corner of the plot in order to keep decaying matter away from your plants. Turn your soil over during the winter months
to expose soil dwelling slugs to the mercy of the birds. This just a personal point. I see many gardeners putting down
wood chippings as paths between their beds, which looks really neat and tidy. However to my mind this is a mistake
as they are creating the perfect breeding habitat for slugs and snails, warm decaying matter and usually moist, just
perfect. Encourage predators in your garden and above all, keep at them because they won't stop.

The Café at Js and Bs
Did you know that our very own Nicki Walter was instrumental in setting up a café within St James
and St Basil’s Church on Fenham Hall Drive?
Currently open on Thursdays between 10.30 am and 2.30 pm, Nicki and her friends will make you
feel truly welcome. It is well worth a visit for Soup of the Week and a roll or cake, scones, coffee or
tea. All the produce of home baking, the relevant certificates for hygiene compliance having been obtained. The more-ish nosh has been sampled by several of us and has been given the thumbs up.
AND the prices are more than reasonable.
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The Moorside Plant Scheme
By Sue Johnson
Phew! That’s the summer session done. Despite some pretty challenging weather, but
thanks to all our wonderful customers, we have had a good summer.
Early in June we moved the main sales area to the plot where we grow the plants. This
came about more by spotting an interesting development than by preplanning. A couple
of gardeners arrived before the stock had been put out next to the shop and trading hut
and so the logical thing to do was to invite them to come to the growing plot to choose
their plants. The response was very positive and so the following day the main sales area
became the plant scheme plot with just a few sample plants at the shop area. Following
this move, several of us opened up the plot every weekend to viewers and buyers and I
think I speak for us all when I say how enjoyable it has been.
This move proved very popular and also reinstated the shop area to the shop volunteers
who had only the sample plants to sell in addition to their “regular” work.
We grew a wide range of vegetables and ornamentals and at the point when the wind was
blowing and cold nights seemed never to end the greenhouses were filled to overflowing.
The old adage of “nature abhors a vacuum” has never been so true: as soon as sales were
under way we seemed to fill up every nook and cranny with more stock!
The plant scheme plot is in need of the usual care and attention as any other plot, so we
will also have our hands full weeding and cutting back before the main sowing season
2016.
Planning spring and next summer stock will shortly be undertaken. If you have particular
preferences please let us know as we try to accommodate wish lists whenever possible.
Follow us on our website or look out for us on the noticeboards as well as at the City
Show (Sunday 6th September and the Moorside Show on Saturday 12th September).
The Plant Scheme Team 2015 are : Sue Johnson, Stan Tortoise, George Kell, Anne Noble,
Beverley Sawyer and Gail Young).
Photos from top to bottom: Calendula Sherbet Fizz, Cosmos Pied Piper Red, Pea Hurst Green Shaft,
Sweet Pea King Size Navy Blue, Tomato Moneymaker
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Moorside Housekeeping
We’d appreciate the help of our allotment gardeners on some issues to which your
committee has been alerted, one or two of which we’re experiencing on an ongoing basis.
Litter and Fly-tipping: Members may have seen the large amount of litter on the verges along the length of Moorside, much of it thrown from passing cars and left by the overnight taxi drivers who park up and then leave their food
and drink cartons to litter the area. With the cuts to local Council services, which have affected the manpower
available to keep the roads clean, it is down to us to keep our boundary tidy and one or two of our allotment gardeners
have kindly undertaken to clear the verges every weekend during shop hours, before taking the often unpleasant
rubbish home and putting in our own domestic dustbins. Not a very nice job on either front!
We’d like to enlist your help in identifying the regular litter-bugs if you see them, either by noting down their vehicle
registration number or telephone number which may be written on the vehicle. Let us know at the shop, so we can
follow it up.
The same goes for fly-tipping of rubbish, builders’ rubble and even chippings outside our gates. We have regular
suppliers of chippings who know we are only able to accept deliveries inside the
gates, so once again, if you see anyone fly-tipping, please take the details and report
to the shop volunteers or email the information to Susie@moorsideallotments.co.uk
Dogs: We have received a number of complaints from gardeners who have found
dog mess on the paths up and down the Moorside site and also dogs running loose
off-lead, sometimes even entering other gardens to retrieve balls. May we politely
remind plotholders that whilst we accept you may wish to bring your dog to your
garden, you keep your pet on a lead in public areas and if your garden is not sufficiently secure to let him or her run freely, they are kept on a lead or tied up there as
well. All dog mess must be cleaned up by the owner and disposed of responsibly.
Skip and Scrap Metal: For the benefit of new members especially, twice a year
we order a skip for use by our gardeners, usually at Easter and again towards the
end of October for the disposal of allotment rubbish. Advance notices are pinned to
the gates. Please note, however, that soil, weeds and wood are NOT to be put onto
the skip. Neither are tyres or - should you find it – asbestos, which has to be
specially disposed of and we can arrange this with the Council.
We also have a scrap metal merchant who will take away any metal which you can
leave behind the trading hut but only at the same time as the skip is onsite. We do not have an ongoing arrangement
with the scrap merchant to call more regularly, so please do not use the area behind the trading hut store as a dumping
ground in the interim.
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The A to Z of Plotting
By Sue Johnson
We have reached the letter H. If you have missed A-G check out the previous website using the tab on the new
website to go to the archive.
H : A variety of horse tail or mare’s tail (Equisetum
arvense) is, unfortunately, rather commonly seen on
Moorside. It is a relative of ancient plants , tough and
virtually impossible to eradicate.
It is related to a species going back 270 million years, so
quite recent then! It is perennial and spreads by rhizomes
which can penetrate soil to great depths. A professional
gardener, the late Geoffrey Smith, once told the story of
miners seeing the roots of horsetail in deep mining
shafts.
It thrives in damp, heavy clay soil so it should be no surprise that it thrives on Moorside.
Betraying its ancient origin, horsetail has no leaves or flowers. In spring a single stem emerges. The stem bears many
spores. By summer thin “branches” appear and if left undisturbed the plants grow to about 12” to 15” and the
“branches” flop giving it the horsetail appearance. Although they do not strangle or otherwise destroy other plants
directly, they spread rapidly via the underground rhizomes and shade out any other plants in the vicinity. As if that
were not enough, any piece of stem which breaks off can root. The stems in summer are brittle and it is all too easy to
snap pieces off and not rake them all up when digging out the plants.
Digging out? Obviously this is not an easy or successful method of eradication. The trouble is, no mechanical or
chemical method has proven successful. Weedkillers (some of which you would not wish to have in a vegetable
garden) have been used for decades without great success. In addition to the quickly spreading rhizomes underground
and the brittle nature of the stems, the stems contain silicon. Liquid runs off and so for years the advice has been to
bruise the stems before applying a weedkiller. Apart from being time consuming and backbreaking applications have
to be made repeatedly for years (yes, years!) to have any appreciable effect.
So, there is no reliable method of eradication at present and it is more a case of management. Dig out those single
stems in spring and continue to dig up anything seen throughout the year. It is possible to weaken the plants this way
and prevent them taking over the ground, but it is a case of constant vigilance.
I am “blessed” with horsetail in my front garden at home and control is the only way! Stems pop up in the back
garden every now and then and have to be quickly pulled out at the spring stage. I have visions of a takeover by
horsetail should I ever be immobile for even a short length of time!
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The A to Z of Plotting
Intercropping and interplanting are the practices of growing more than one crop within a row or space. This allows
maximum use of space while still concentrating on the main crop.
A tried and tested example of intercropping within a row is sowing fast growing radish between slow growing parsnips.
The radishes are harvested before the parsnips need their space. Alternative quick growing crops include small lettuces
such as Tom Thumb and cut-and-come-again salads.
Brassicas are slow growing and can be interplanted either within the rows or with additional quick growers arranged
around each brassica. Be sure to crop the additions as the brassicas develop to allow room for the latter to grow on.
A variation is growing a tall crop with a short one. An example of this is underplanting sweetcorn (which are laid out
in blocks) with dwarf French beans, lettuce or chicory. All of the plants can be module grown and planted out together,
or for instance, beetroot seeds can be sown after the sweetcorn has been planted.
Using salads also keeps within the guidelines of rotation as they can be used as fillers within any group.
Another interesting variation is companion planting. For instance, planting French marigolds with tomatoes and
peppers to deter whitefly (undercover crops only), or a border of chives with carrots to deter carrot root fly. It is
thought that strong scents confuse the pests which do not easily detect the main crop. Worth a try!
J is for Jostaberry (Ribes culverwellii) - a German cross between a blackcurrant and a
gooseberry producing berries larger than a blackcurrant but smaller than a gooseberry, dark
in colour.
Grow and prune the bushes in the same way as gooseberries. The bushes are vigorous and
can reach about 5 feet in height if left. If growing more than one bush plant 5 feet apart and
if grown in rows then also make the rows 5 feet apart. A plus is that they are thornless.
I have seen a photograph of a fan-trained bush which looked very picturesque and could
make an interesting addition to the border between allotment plots. Give me a few years and
I may be able to tell you more about it!
The berries can be used in cooking and preserves, picking is from July to August, but as they
mature are edible straight from the bush. Like gooseberries they also freeze well.
Make jam as you would for gooseberries, topping and tailing the berries after gentle washing. The pectin content is
high so you can use equal parts of berries to sugar. If you already make currant or gooseberry jam you will have your
own method. If not then:
Gently soften the fruit with a little water (about a quarter cup to a pound of berries) in the pan and add the sugar.
Stir on a medium heat until the sugar has dissolved.
Increase the heat and maintain a rolling boil for about 15 minutes.
Check for setting either with a jam thermometer or put a teaspoon full on an ice cold saucer, leave for a moment and
push with a finger. If the surface wrinkles the setting point has been reached.
Remove the pan from the heat and sit for 10 minutes before bottling into sterilised jars.
Use also as a fruit tart or fool (again as you would with gooseberries).
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Top Tips
By Neils Souter
Transplanting seedlings - Seeds grown in trays can be transplanted by cutting through the soil between the plants
with a knife a few days before transplanting. This will allow time for the roots to recover from the disruption before
you plant them out.
Birds and lavender - Birds do not like lavender, so it useful to plant is as a deterrent
near any plants you wish to protect, especially young peas.
Turnips – an old Farmers’ Saying.
‘If all else fails, grow turnips’. They are light feeders and are harvested before they are
fully matured.
Club Root Remedy - I have never heard this before but short sticks of rhubarb dug in
round cabbage – and other brassicas susceptible to the pest – will protect the plants
against club root.
Holly Leaves - Spread holly leaves around plants to help deter mice.
Care for your Roses - Plant chives between roses to deter black spot. Planting mint between your rose bushes also has the same effect. Banana skins are also useful if roughly
chopped and placed under your rose bush, where they provide potassium, improving the
soil texture and moisture.
Careful use of Growmore - Many of us use this pelleted fertiliser, scattered across our
ground but when putting it round plants, keep it off the leaves because when it rains,
Growmore has a tendency to burn the leaves.
Problems with Ants - In the Winter 2015 issue of the Moorside Newsletter, Issue 8, I suggested some remedies
against ant infestation and here is another one. Place semolina on the ant trail. They will eat it and their stomachs
swell and they die. No more ants!
Taking plant cuttings - You will have seen the TV gardeners putting their cuttings in plastic bags immediately they
take them from the main plant. This is an extended tip for you. Always carry a plastic bag and blow into it, creating
a moist atmosphere. Place the plants inside the bag and pot up as soon as possible.

Beautiful Gardens Celebration
Greening Wingrove has been encouraging residents to revive gardens, start new ones or make the most of their existing gardens. Now the WEA Greening Wingrove Project has come up with a way of celebrating everyone’s efforts. There are details here: http://greeningwingrove.org.uk/exciting-opportunities-from-the-wea-greening-wingrove-project/
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Recipe Corner
Compiled by your joint-Editor, Susan Pownall and Moorside Secretary, Krys Gaffney
We have received more mouth-watering recipes from our gardeners, which you might like to try using seasonal produce. First two super ways of using our crops of raspberries and strawberries, followed by two salad options.
Easy Strawberry Ice Cream
Ingredients
250 gms ripe strawberries
The juice of half a lemon or lime
300 gms double or whipping cream
A 397 gm tin of condensed milk
Put the strawberries in a blender and whizz up to a pulp. Add the lemon or lime
juice
and give another quick whizz.
Whip the cream in another bowl until thick and add the condensed milk,
whipping again until smooth and reasonably thick.
Add the strawberry pulp and combine fully.
Pour into a freezer container of your choice and freeze until set. This doesn’t take
long and you could be eating it within a few hours!
Very rich but we couldn’t wait to scrape out the mixing bowl. Delicious!

Potato Salad
With all the delicious new potatoes in season right now, cook a few extra
for a tasty addition to a salad. Our German au pair used to make this for
the children and it has always remained a family favourite.
Cut the cooked new potatoes into bite-size pieces.
Mix with some home-grown chopped chives.
Season and coat the potatoes lightly with mayonnaise - either
home-made mayonnaise or a good quality commercial brand.
Leave to ‘marinate’. The chives give this salad a really nice
flavour without the strength of onions and it helps to bulk out
the salad greenery for hungry diners!

White Chocolate & Raspberry Terrine
(Allegedly serves 8 - 10; I have made half this quantity and three of us polished it
off, no bother!)
You’ll need a 1lb loaf tin lined with clingfilm.
Ingredients
200g white chocolate
300ml double cream
250g mascarpone cheese
2 x 300g tins of raspberries (or you can use about 300g fresh or frozen)
Melt the white chocolate in a bowl placed over a pan of boiling water
Meanwhile, whisk the cream and mascarpone together until thick
When the chocolate has melted, cool slightly and add it to the cream mixture;
whisk well
Place 1/3 to 1/2 of the mixture in the lined loaf tin and spread it evenly
Drain the raspberries and put the juice to one side while you layer the berries into
the tin on top of the cream/chocolate mixture. (I used frozen rasps and found that
they needed to be mixed with about a tablespoon of icing sugar to sweeten them
and to yield some juice)
Spread the rest of the cream/chocolate onto the raspberries, cover and chill for at
least 4 hours
Mix some of the raspberry juice with icing sugar to form a coulis-like sauce.

French Bean Salad
We all like French beans lightly cooked as a hot vegetable but they are
equally nice cold, prepared simply as follows.
Take as many cooked French beans as you have left over – or prepare
them especially for this dish - and cut into bite-size lengths.
Finely chop some home grown raw onion – red or white.
Mix together, season to taste, and add some virgin olive oil. Give
the whole lot a stir and leave for the flavours to blend.
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Wordsearch
From Anne Noble

Word List
ACID
ALCOHOL
BEER
BRINE
CIDER
COCOA
COFFEE
LEMONADE
MILK
OIL
PARAFFIN
PETROL
PORT
SHERRY
TEA
TURPENTINE
VINEGAR
WATER
WHISKY
WINE

SERVICES TO GARDENERS
D D Decking and Fencing Services are a long established company doing domestic work through Newcastle, Gateshead
and Northumberland. They will give advice and a free quotation. Look at their website to see some of their completed work and give them a call. www.dddecking.co.uk
Tel: 0191 414 0042/07939 239099. We have a few samples of their wood in the
allotment shop.
West Jesmond Tree Surgery Ltd. David Snowden is one of our suppliers of wood
chippings on Moorside Allotments. His main business is as an established tree surgery as well as selling hardwood logs. Contact him with your needs on 0191 285
2471/07769 153673 or visit the website at www.westjesmondtreesurgery.com The
company is part of the Checkatrade.com network, so you can be assured of a great
and reliable service.

